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Counterion binding alters surfactant self-assembly
in deep eutectic solvents†

A. Sanchez-Fernandez, *ab O. S. Hammond, c K. J. Edler, *a T. Arnold, abd

J. Doutch,e R. M. Dalgliesh, e P. Li,e K. Mae and A. J. Jackson bf

Micellisation of surfactants in deep eutectic solvents has been recently demonstrated to provide a

controllable way to modify micelle morphology. Ion-pair interactions between the solvent and the

surfactant headgroup were identified as affecting the micellisation by modifying the charge density of

the micelle. Here we explore the micellisation of dodecylsulfate surfactants with different counterions

(Li+, Cs+, Mg2+, Bmim+, Emim+, cholinium+) dissolved in two deep eutectic solvents: choline chloride:urea

and choline chloride:glycerol. Surface tension results show a solvent and counterion dependence of the

CMC of the surfactants. Small-angle neutron scattering was subsequently used to investigate the

morphology of the micelles formed. The results show that the elongation of the micelles is strongly

dependent on the solvent, showing more elongated aggregates in choline chloride:urea than in choline

chloride:glycerol. The morphology of micelles in DES was also found to depend on the counterion,

where the affinity of binding showed similarities to that in water.

Introduction

Deep eutectic solvents (DES) are sustainable ionic solvents,
normally formed through the complexation of a halide salt
(most frequently choline chloride) with an organic hydrogen
bond donor (such as urea or glycerol).1 The resulting mixture is
in a high-entropy state which remains liquid at attractively low
temperatures, where the formation and stability of the solvent
relies on an extensive ensemble of hydrogen bond interactions
between the various components.2–5 Furthermore, the char-
acteristics of the resulting solvent can be tailored through
different combinations of precursors, allowing the solvent to be
designed for better performance in a particular application.1,6

Although many recent developments within the field of DES have
been focused on finding new applications for these solvents,
many questions about DES remain unclear due to limited

investigations into their fundamental behaviour. Therefore,
unexpected applications are likely to emerge from future inves-
tigations into the fundamental physicochemical properties of
DES systems.

Surfactant molecules consist of both lyophilic and lyophobic
moieties. This amphiphilic structure drives a particular behaviour
when in solution, that leads to the self-assembly of aggregates
above a certain concentration, known as the critical micelle
concentration (CMC). The aggregates, commonly deemed micelles,
are formed through the aggregation of surfactant in order to reduce
the free energy of the system. The energetically unfavourable
lyophobic interaction between tail and solvent is overcome by
forming aggregates where the tails are relatively non-solvated by
the surrounding medium, because the solvated headgroups form a
shell protecting the tails.7–9 A fine balance between the different
parts of the system controls the characteristics of those aggregates,
where repulsion – either steric or electrostatic – limits the size that
the micelle attains. In particular, the morphology of ionic surfactant
micelles is controlled by the repulsion between ionised headgroups.
The presence of counterions near the headgroup region controls the
charge density and, depending on the characteristics of the counter-
ion, the effective charge and hence structure of the micelle.7,10

Deep eutectic solvents (DES) have recently been shown to
support surfactant self-assembly,11,12 solvation of polymers,13,14

protein folding,15 and formation of phospholipid vesicles;16,17

an unusual set of characteristics for a non-aqueous solvent. The
aggregation of surfactant was found to be particularly interesting
due to the open possibilities towards developing controllable
self-assembly. Two main routes to promote self-driven aggregation
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in DES have been identified: non-interacting and interacting
self-assembly. The non-interacting route shows similarities with
traditional self-assembly in pure molecular solvents, where the
interaction between the headgroups in a polar environment
controls the morphology of the micelle, corresponding to a certain
amount of adsorbed counterions.11 Interacting self-assembly is
characterised by the formation of different morphologies to those
seen in pure solvents. Interactions between components of the
solvent and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), a prototypical anionic
surfactant, were hypothesised to play a key role in the transition of
the aggregates from globular micelles in a neutral environment18

to elongated micelles in choline chloride:urea.19 These systems
are of particular interest due to the tuneability of the micelle
morphology, opening novel approaches for applications in
surfactant templating of nanostructured materials, drug delivery
and stimuli-responsive fluids. However, the following questions
remain unclear regarding the nature of the solvation of the
headgroup region in interactive self-assembly and the effects on
micelle morphology: are the choline ions the only species inter-
acting with the headgroups, or is the native surfactant counterion
present in the Stern layer; and is this a general case in any
choline-based DES, or is there a composition-dependence?

The aim of this study is to evaluate the role of different
counterions on the micellisation of dodecylsulfate surfactants
and increase our understanding of micellisation in DES. Here
we investigate the effect of different counterions on the CMC of
those surfactants and the micelle morphology in choline chloride:
urea and choline chloride:glycerol. Surface tension and small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) have been used to investigate
the behaviour of various counterion exchanged surfactants. Two
main categories were investigated, including inorganic counter-
ions: lithium dodecylsulfate (LiDS), cesium dodecylsulfate (CsDS)
and magnesium didodecylsulfate (Mg1/2DS); and organic counter-
ions: 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dodecylsulfate (EmimDS), 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium dodecylsulfate (BmimDS) and choline
dodecylsulfate (ChDS). The structure of the investigated surfactants
is presented in Fig. 1. The results from these systems were
interpreted in terms of counterion condensation on the micelle
interface and compared with analogous results in aqueous
solution and ionic liquids.

Experimental
Materials

DES were prepared the standard procedure explained elsewhere.20,21

Hydrogenated choline chloride (ChCl, 499%, Acros Organics),
glycerol (Glyc, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and urea (499%, Sigma-
Aldrich) were purchased and used without further purification.
d9-Choline chloride (99% purity, 99.6% D), d8-glycerol (99%
purity, 99% D) and d4-urea (99% purity, 98% D) were supplied
by CK isotopes and used without further purification. Solvents
were freeze-dried, sealed and stored under a dry atmosphere to
minimise water absorption. Isotopically substituted DES were
prepared following the same procedure explained above. Water
content was determined, using a Mettler-Toledo DL32 Karl

Fischer titrator, to have an average water content of 0.32 and
0.22 wt%, for choline chloride:glycerol and choline chloride:urea
respectively during the experimental procedure presented here.

Protonated sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, 99%, Sigma) and
lithium dodecylsulfate (LiDS, 99%, Alfa Aesar) were purchased
and used without further purification. Cesium dodecylsulfate
(CsDS), magnesium didodecylsulfate (Mg1/2DS), choline dode-
cylsulfate (ChDS), 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dodecylsulfate
(EmimDS) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dodecylsulfate
(BmimDS) were prepared by counterion exchanging SDS, following
the procedures detailed in the ESI.† 22–24 Deuterated versions of
sodium dodecylsulfate (d-SDS), lithium dodecylsulfate (d-LiDS)
and magnesium didodecylsulfate (d-Mg1/2DS) were supplied by
ISIS Deuteration Facility. Deuterated caesium dodecylsulfate was
prepared from d-SDS following the same procedure as described
above. The purity of the surfactants was assessed by 1H-NMR
and sodium atomic absorption spectroscopy. Details about the
characterisation can be found in the ESI.†

Methods

Surface tension. The CMCs were determined by means of
surface tension. Surface tension measurements of different
concentrations of surfactant below and above the CMC were
performed using the pendant-drop method using a Kruss
DSA100. Samples were equilibrated at 50 1C prior to measurements.
Several drops of each sample were suspended using a 1.82 mm
needle and images recorded after drop-shape equilibration. The
contour of the drop was fitted using the Young–Laplace equation to
obtain the surface tension of the sample. This procedure was
repeated at least 5 times for each sample and the end results were
averaged from the individual measurements. Although temperature

Fig. 1 Structure of the inorganic and organic cations, and the common
dodecylsulfate anion, that were the subject of this investigation.
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could not be controlled during the experimental procedure, the
method used here was found to be self-consistent.

Samples for surface tension measurements of these surfactants
in DES were prepared by dilution of stock solutions to reduce
variability. A high concentration stock solution was prepared by
direct mixing of each surfactant in the corresponding solvent.
The solutions were equilibrated for at least 24 h at 50 1C and
subsequently diluted down using the pure solvent to obtain a
range of various concentrations below and above the CMC.
These samples were sealed and stored under a dry atmosphere
to prevent the adsorption of water from the environment.

Small-angle neutron scattering measurements. SANS experi-
ments were performed on Sans2d25 and Larmor at ISIS Pulsed
Neutron Source, UK. Sans2d is a time-of-flight instrument with
two movable detectors. The rear detector was placed at 4 m
distance from the sample position, giving a total momentum
transfer (q) range of 0.004–0.9 Å�1. Larmor is a versatile time-of-flight
neutron instrument. When operated in SANS mode, a fixed position
detector is placed at 4 m, providing a q-range of 0.003–0.8 Å�1.

Different concentrations above the CMC of each surfactant
were prepared for SANS experiments by direct mixing of the
DES with the surfactants. These samples were sealed and
equilibrated in an oven at 40 1C overnight. After equilibration,
samples were sealed and stored until the experiments were
performed. For all the scattering patterns from surfactants with
inorganic counterions (Li+, Cs+ and Mg2+) in both solvents, the
structural parameters of the model were co-refined for two
contrasts: d-MDS + h-ChCl:h-Glyc or h-ChCl:h-urea and h-MDS +
d-ChCl:d-Glyc or d-ChCl:d-urea. The volume fraction of scatterers
was individually fitted to account for small variations in the
volume fraction of micelles between contrasts. Data from organic
counterions (Emim+, Bmim+, Ch+) were collected in one contrast
and individually fitted: h-MDS + d-ChCl:d-Glyc or d-ChCl:d-urea.

For both experiments, samples were loaded in 1 mm path
length, 1 cm width, quartz Hellma cells and these were placed
in a temperature-controlled sample changer at 50 1C during
data collection. Data were reduced using the standard routines
of Mantid.26 Data were normalised to sample transmission and
corrected for detector efficiencies and the scattering from an
empty cell.27 The scattering of the pure solvents was subtracted
accounting for the incoherent contribution to each sample.28

The output data was absolute scattered intensity, I(q) in cm�1,
versus the momentum transfer, q in Å�1.

Small-angle neutron scattering analysis. As a first approach
to data fitting, the Guinier approximation was used to determine the
radius of gyration (Rg) of the scatterers. This approach was used with
samples in the diluted regime to avoid the interference of inter-
micellar scattering. The Guinier approximation allows the calcula-
tion of the size of the scatterer by analysing the low-q expansion of
the data in a ln(I) vs. q2 plot. In this regime, the Rg of the scattering
object can be calculated from the slope of the graph

lnðIðqÞÞ ¼ lnðIð0ÞÞ � Rg
2

3
q2

Further structural information from small-angle neutron scattering
data was derived through model-based fitting. The scattered

intensity in the small-angle region of isotropic, centrosymmetric
particles can be described as follows:

I(q) = NV2(DSLD)2P(q)S(q) + B

where N is the number of particles and V their volume. DSLD
corresponds to the scattering length density contrast between
particles and solvent. P(q) is a q-dependent model that accounts
for the form factor of the particles, whilst S(q) is the structure
factor and accounts for the interaction between particles.

To identify the best model to account for the form factor
contribution, different geometric models (monodisperse and
polydisperse spheres, monodisperse ellipsoids and mono-
disperse cylinders) were tested (see ESI†).29 An ellipsoid model
with prolate distribution of mass was found to be the best
model to account for the morphology of individual particles.
This model describes a uniform ellipsoid shape and variations
in the aspect ratio (AR = rpo/req, where rpo is the polar radius of
the scatterer and req is the equatorial radius) are intrinsically
correlated with the shape of the micelle as follows: spherical
micelles when AR = 1 (rpo = req), globular micelles when AR 4 1
(rpo 4 req) and elongated aggregates when AR c 1 (rpo c req).
This approach allows direct comparison between different
systems and immediate evaluation of their characteristics. This
model contains the following parameters: equatorial radius,
aspect ratio and volume fraction of scatterers (fP(q)). No poly-
dispersity factor was included in the model as micelles in
thermodynamic equilibrium should show a low polydispersity30

and it was not required to obtain a good fit to the data.
SANS data from the various surfactant solutions at low

concentration were fitted to this model between 0.006 and
0.5 Å�1 of momentum transfer, using the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm incorporated into SasView.31 The resolution of the
instrument was accounted for by smearing of the mathematical
model using a Gaussian function at a constant 8% dq/q. The
scattering length density (SLD) of each component of the system
was calculated by accounting for the scattering length of the
atomic group (

P
bi) and the occupied volume by this group (Vm).

Assuming that the contribution of the headgroup to the scattering
will be rather small due to solvation, the SLD of the surfactant was
calculated as the lyophobic tail (without considering the sulfate
headgroup) and therefore the same value was used to fit all the
investigated surfactants.12,32 Because of this consideration, the
SLDs of solvent and particle are fixed during fitting. Molecular
volumes and scattering length densities of the DES were used as
previously reported.11,19 Scattering lengths, molecular volumes
and SLDs are presented in Table 1.

A modified Percus–Yevick hard-sphere approximation was
used to account for the structure factor interaction between
micelles in concentrated systems.11,19,28 Previous investigations
on intermicellar interactions in DES have presented the
remarkable difficulties when evaluating the structure factor.
Although various models were previously tested (rescaled mean
square approximation, mean square approximation and hard
sphere structure factor),33–35 none of these were found to
satisfactorily account for the intermicellar contribution to the
scattering. Therefore a methodology to fit the structure factor
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was developed in order to deconvolute the form factor and
correctly evaluate the morphology of the aggregates.11,19,28 This
structure factor is described by two parameters that are not
constrained to the values of the form factor. An effective radius
(Reff = (rporeq

2)1/3) accounts for the radius of interaction as a
rigid sphere of radius Reff.

36,37 The second parameter, a volume
fraction associated with the S(q) (fS(q)), accounts for the volume
fraction of the repulsive interaction. This approach allows the
evaluation of the structure factor contribution to the scattering
and therefore we can consistently evaluate the form factor of
the micelles. However, this descriptive approach does not use
an analytical model and the micelle–micelle interaction is not
yet well understood. Hence direct physical interpretation of the
interaction between micelles cannot be obtained.

Results
Critical micelle concentrations

Surface tension is a useful technique to determine the critical
micelle concentration (CMC) of surface-active molecules. The
CMCs of the surfactants measured in DES here are presented in
Table 2 alongside literature values for water, where available.
The as-measured surface tension plots from which the CMC of
these systems was derived are included in the ESI.† The surface
tension of the pure solvents (choline chloride:urea: 66.3 �
0.2 mN m�1; choline chloride:glycerol: 63.6 � 0.4 mN m�1)
and water (72.1 � 0.3 mN m�1) were measured as a control, and
the values were found to be consistent with those previously
published.11,12

All surfactants presented here show the typical behaviour of
a surface-active compound, reducing the surface tension of the
liquid with increasing concentration down to a minimum.
Above the CMC, there is no significant change in the surface
tension. This is indicative of micelles forming in the bulk phase

of the solvent, as the inflexion point in the surface tension
corresponds with the CMC.

The CMC of dodecylsulfate surfactants with simple cations
were found to be consistently lower than those in water for both
DES, except for Mg1/2DS in choline chloride:glycerol. This was
previously found for SDS in choline chloride:urea (CMC = 2 �
1 mM)12 and choline chloride:glycerol (CMC = 3.9 � 0.1 mM)
(see ESI†), where the CMC is considerably lower than the value
in aqueous solution (CMC = 8.1 mM).39 This suggests that the
solubility of surfactant monomers in DES is considerably lower
than in water, despite the lower polarity of DES.43 Previous
investigations on the surface behaviour of cationic surfactants
in choline chloride:glycerol showed that the CMC values of
CnTABs in this DES were higher than in water, which was
assigned to the lower polarity of the solvent.11 Therefore, the
mechanism of headgroup and counterion solvation has an
effect on the solubility of the anionic monomers, leading to
considerably lower CMCs than in water.

One of the most obvious changes in ionic surfactant behaviour
as the counterion is varied is that the CMC of the surfactant in
water changes as the counterion is changed. Counterions that
have an increased binding to the surfactant headgroup in
aqueous solution lower the CMC of the surfactant.22,44,45 Previous
investigations of surfactant behaviour in ionic liquids assumed
that the counterions would be completely exchanged due to
the overwhelming number of solvent ions compared to native
surfactant ions and thus counterion binding effects would be
negligible.46 Such a hypothesis may be extended to DES due to
the similarly strong ionic environment. However, our results
demonstrate that this hypothesis is not valid for the systems
presented here. As shown in Table 2, the surface behaviour of
dodecylsulfate surfactants is affected by different counterions
in choline chloride-based DES in a similar fashion to that
in water. The CMC of monovalent inorganic counterions in
choline chloride:urea and choline chloride:glycerol follows the
trend: CMCLiDS o CMCSDS o CMCCsDS, similar to that observed
in aqueous solution.19,44,47,48 In the case of the divalent counter-
ion, Mg2+, the CMCs of the solutions are considerably lower than in
the case of monovalent counterions, as also found in water.41,44

In the case of organic counterions, the presence of a
stronger lyophobe, Bmim+, remarkably decreases the CMC in
comparison with the less lyophobic counterion, Emim+. This
suggests that the solubility of the surfactant below the CMC
depends on the lyophobicity of the organic counterpart, and
may be related either to the strength of the counterion binding
to the surfactant ion or the inability of that counterion to be
solubilised in the highly H-bonded solvent. This can be corro-
borated with similar trends seen for amphiphilic ionic liquids
in water; substituting the counterion for something more
lyophobic reduces the CMC of the surfactant, but the free
energy penalty for additional alkyl chain units in the counterion
is much less than that seen for the surfactant tail.24,49 The CMC of
ChDS in choline-based DES was found to be in-between the values
presented for the inorganic and organic counterions, showing
an intermediate ion binding in comparison. Despite the high
concentration of choline in the solvent that could be expected to

Table 1 Volumes, scattering lengths and scattering length densities of
constituents of the systems

Component Vm/Å3 P
bi/fm SLD/10�6 Å�2

1 : 2 h-ChCl : h-urea 343 44.5 1.2
1 : 2 d-ChCl : d-urea 343 221 6.2
1 : 2 h-ChCl : h-Glyc 453 20.4 0.45
1 : 2 d-ChCl : d-Glyc 453 281 6.3
h-DS� 409 16.0 �0.39
d-DS� 409 276 7.0

Table 2 CMC and limiting surface tension (gc) of the dodecylsulfate
surfactants in choline chloride:urea, choline chloride:glycerol and water

Surfactant

Choline chloride:urea Choline chloride:glycerol Water

CMC/mM gc/mN m�1 CMC/mM gc/mN m�1 CMC/mM

LiDS 2.4 � 0.2 30.4 � 0.1 4.2 � 0.3 30.9 � 0.3 8.938

SDS 2 � 112 27.8 � 1.312 3.9 � 0.1 31.3 � 0.3 8.139

EmimDS 1.8 � 0.2 30.4 � 0.1 3.7 � 0.1 31.5 � 0.2 —
ChDS 1.8 � 0.1 30.7 � 0.2 2.3 � 0.2 31.3 � 0.3 4.2640

Mg1/2DS 1.2 � 0.1 30.4 � 0.2 2.1 � 0.2 31.4 � 0.3 1.7641

CsDS 1.9 � 0.1 32.1 � 0.3 3.1 � 0.2 31.1 � 0.1 6.138

BmimDS 1.3 � 0.2 31.2 � 0.2 2.1 � 0.1 31.5 � 0.2 1.842
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dominate the adsorption of ions at the micelle interface for all
surfactants, our results clearly indicate that the native counter-
ion of the surfactants still plays a role in the limiting surface
tension of the system and CMC.

Micellisation in the diluted regime

The effect of counterions on the micellisation of these surfactants
in DES was studied by comparing the aggregation of lithium,
caesium, magnesium, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium, 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium, and choline salts at different concentrations
in choline chloride:urea and choline chloride:glycerol. Samples at
low concentration, in the dilute regime, were measured and fitted
to obtain information about the form factor of the micelles,
avoiding contribution from intermicellar interactions. Previous
investigations in analogous systems (sodium dodecylsulfate in
1 : 2 choline chloride : urea) showed negligible intermicellar inter-
actions up to at least B45 mM.19 Therefore we assume that the
scattering from the concentrations presented here also contain
no or negligible structure factor contribution. The results from
the Guinier analysis of the SANS data of the different surfactants
in the dilute regime are included in the ESI.† SANS data and best
fits of these surfactants in choline chloride:urea and choline
chloride:glycerol are presented in Fig. 2. The results from the fits
are presented in Tables 3 and 4.

All surfactants studied here were found to form micelles at the
measured concentrations. As previously reported for SDS in the
choline chloride:urea eutectic mixture, anionic surfactants form
elongated micelles in this solvent even at low concentrations.12

Unlike micelles in choline chloride:urea, where aspect ratios vary
between 8.8 and 13.5 (Rg varies between 88.5–101 Å) in the dilute
regime, micelles in choline chloride:glycerol were found to

preferably form globular morphologies, with aspect ratios around
1.9 (Rg varies between 17.1–17.9 Å).

The size and elongation of micelles in choline chloride:urea
DES was found to depend on the surfactant counterion. While
the minor axis of the micelles (equatorial axis) remains practically
unchanged in all cases, variations in surfactant counterion produce
changes in the aspect ratio of the micelles. Between the inorganic
counterions, lithium and magnesium are shown to form the shorter
micelles, whereas caesium shows longer micelles (B26% longer
than LiDS micelles in the same solvent at the lowest concentration
measured). The scattering of EmimDS, BmimDS and ChDS micelles
also showed the presence of elongated micelles with variable
elongation depending on the counterion. In this case, the smallest
micelle aspect ratio at the lowest concentration is determined for
EmimDS, while BminDS showed larger micelles (B27% longer).
Micelles composed of ChDS seem to be comparable to those of
EmimDS within error.

Surfactant concentration also affects the structure of the
micelles, as previously shown for SDS in choline chloride:urea.19

In the dilute regime, increasing the concentration of surfactant
leads to an increase in the aspect ratio of the micelle. The
average increase in aspect ratio for all surfactants studied here
is B24% with an increase in surfactant concentration from
25.1 � 3.0 mM to 39.8 � 2.5 mM.

It is also observed that the volume fraction of micelles
increases as the counterion is varied from Li+ or Mg2+ to Cs+.
Given that the size and shape of the micelles are determined
from the shape of the scattering curve and not the intensity of
the scattering, then for a given shape and size, the volume
fraction reduces to the number density of micelles. This variation
in the volume fraction of micelles is observed between Emim+

Fig. 2 SANS data and best fits of different concentrations of (a) h-LiDS, (b) h-EmimDS, (c) h-ChDS, (d) h-Mg1/2DS, (e) h-CsDS and (f) h-BmimDS in
d-choline chloride:d-urea, and (g) h-LiDS, (h) h-EmimDS, (i) h-ChDS, (j) h-Mg1/2DES, (k) h-CsDS and (l) h-BmimDS in d-choline chloride:d-glycerol. The
average concentration of surfactant in each solvent is presented in the plots a and g. Fits are represented as black-dashed lines.
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and Bmim+ counterions and can be correlated with the CMC of
those surfactants in the solvent.

In the case of the choline chloride:glycerol eutectic mixture,
we see that the surfactants studied here form globular, rather
than elongated, micelles. Although there seems to be an under-
lying trend in the results, the uncertainties in the fitted para-
meters mean that solid conclusions cannot be drawn, except
that that the counterion has a weaker effect on the micellization
in this solvent.

Micellisation in the concentrated regime

A high concentration of the various surfactants in choline
chloride:urea was measured to study the behaviour of the
amphiphiles in the concentrated regime. As the concentration
of surfactant increases, intermicellar interactions begin to appear
and affect the scattering. Although previous investigations have
shown that the structure factor contribution is relatively low at
these concentrations (fS(q) = 2.8 � 10�2 at 81.3 mM of SDS in

choline chloride:urea), accounting for such a contribution is
necessary in order to obtain reliable structural information about
the micelles. In order to fit these data, we have used a model that
combines the uniform ellipsoid form factor and the modified
hard-sphere approximation, described previously.19,28 SANS data
and best fits are presented in Fig. 3. The results from the fits are
included in Table 5. Furthermore, these fits are compared with the
contribution from the form factor to the model (i.e. S(q) = 1).

Our results clearly show that the form factor model is not
sufficient to model the scattering of the more concentrated
systems, and the disagreement between the data and the fits is
considerable. Thus a structure factor must be included in order
to account for the intermicellar contribution. Although the
implemented model cannot be used as an analytic approach
to investigate those interactions, the intermicellar scattering
can be accounted for, and therefore the form factor of the
aggregates can be determined.

For all of the surfactants presented here, elongated micelles
are found in choline chloride:urea as the concentration of
surfactant is increased in the dilute regime. As shown in the
results, the equatorial radius of the micelles is comparable
between different counterions at this concentration. The aspect
ratio, however, varies with surfactant counterion in a similar
way as presented above for the low concentrations, showing the
largest values for CsDS and BmimDS (only values for solutions
with a similar volume fraction of micelles were compared here).

As concentration increases in choline chloride:urea, the
micelles were generally seen to elongate in the dilute regime.
When the concentration is further increased, a critical point
is reached whereupon the micelles begin to shrink. Close to
the reversal point, which occurs between the intermediate
concentration and the high concentration studied here, the
aspect ratio for CsDS, for instance, increases from 11.2 � 0.2 (at
25.1 � 3.0 mM) to 13.5� 0.4 (at 39.8 � 3.5 mM) and then retracts
to 10.6 � 0.2 (at 196 � 11 mM). This feature was previously
observed and reported for SDS in choline chloride:urea.19

The results presented in Fig. 3 show a considerable difference
between the model that uses only the form factor and the model
that implements the structure factor and form factor. The difference
in the scattering cross section observed at low q is commonly
attributed to repulsive interactions between aggregates.34 Further-
more, the values of the volume fraction of scatterers and that one
provided by the structure factor are decoupled. The values of the
structure factor contribution are consistently higher, showing that a
pure hard sphere model, which should have the form and structure
factor volume fractions equal, is insufficient to account for those
interactions. These higher values of the structure factor volume
fraction are attributed to repulsive interactions that may arise from
electrostatic forces between micelles.

Discussion
Counterion condensation

The aggregation of dodecylsulfate surfactants in choline chloride:
urea shows the formation of elongated micelles throughout the

Table 3 Results from SANS fitting for two different concentrations (dilute
regime) of different surfactants in choline chloride:urea. The fitted volume
fraction corresponds to the value obtained from the h-surfactant in
d-solvent. The calculated volume fraction of micelles is presented for
comparison with the results

Surfactant req/Å AR fP(q)/10�2 fCalc/10�2

25.1 � 3.0 mM
LiDS 16.4 � 0.3 8.9 � 0.5 0.69 � 0.14 0.62 � 0.04
EmimDS 16.1 � 0.4 8.8 � 0.5 0.58 � 0.08 0.60 � 0.09
ChDS 15.8 � 0.4 9.4 � 0.3 0.68 � 0.08 0.69 � 0.03
Mg1/2DS 16.6 � 0.3 9.2 � 0.2 0.68 � 0.07 0.71 � 0.10
CsDS 16.3 � 0.4 11.2 � 0.2 0.74 � 0.08 0.82 � 0.10
BmimDS 15.9 � 0.4 11.2 � 0.3 0.78 � 0.08 0.75 � 0.07

39.8 � 2.5 mM
LiDS 16.2 � 0.2 11.5 � 0.4 1.1 � 0.2 1.2 � 0.2
EmimDS 16.6 � 0.3 11.7 � 0.4 1.3 � 0.1 1.3 � 0.2
ChDS 16.5 � 0.2 11.3 � 0.2 1.4 � 0.1 1.4 � 0.1
Mg1/2DS 16.3 � 0.2 12.0 � 0.2 1.4 � 0.2 1.3 � 0.2
CsDS 16.6 � 0.4 13.5 � 0.4 1.3 � 0.1 1.4 � 0.1
BmimDS 16.5 � 0.2 13.7 � 0.3 1.5 � 0.1 1.6 � 0.2

Table 4 Results from SANS fitting for two different concentrations (dilute
regime) of different surfactants in choline chloride:glycerol. The fitted
volume fraction corresponds to the value obtained from the h-surfactant
in d-solvent. The calculated volume fraction of micelles is presented for
comparison with the results

Surfactant req/Å AR fP(q)/10�2 fCalc/10�2

22.5 � 1.4 mM
LiDS 16.4 � 0.7 1.87 � 0.11 0.15 � 0.06 0.26 � 0.05
EmimDS — — — 0.14 � 0.04
ChDS 16.6 � 0.8 1.92 � 0.12 0.18 � 0.04 0.17 � 0.01
Mg1/2DS 19.6 � 1.8 1.30 � 0.31 0.15 � 0.04 0.24 � 0.03
CsDS 17.1 � 0.4 1.89 � 0.07 0.18 � 0.06 0.29 � 0.08
BmimDS 16.9 � 0.3 1.93 � 0.07 0.22 � 0.04 0.28 � 0.02

43.3 � 1.8 mM
LiDS 16.8 � 0.6 1.80 � 0.07 0.64 � 0.04 0.80 � 0.02
EmimDS 17.1 � 0.4 1.78 � 0.08 0.38 � 0.03 0.61 � 0.12
ChDS 17.3 � 0.2 1.70 � 0.04 0.42 � 0.05 0.67 � 0.06
Mg1/2DS 17.3 � 0.2 1.71 � 0.08 0.45 � 0.03 0.68 � 0.05
CsDS 17.2 � 0.3 1.87 � 0.05 0.43 � 0.03 0.90 � 0.13
BmimDS 16.9 � 0.2 1.90 � 0.03 0.43 � 0.04 0.63 � 0.07
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range of concentrations investigated. Elongated micelles contain
surfactant molecules packed with smaller headgroup areas than
found in spherical or globular micelles.7 It was initially speculated
that this was due to surfactant–urea interactions at the micellar
interface,50 but assuming that the surface is not enriched in urea
relative to the bulk,51 counterion binding to the micelle surface
must be the most significant factor in this solvent; a primary
solvation shell with condensed counterions is sufficient to ratio-
nalise the observed elongation behaviour. Micelle morphology,
apparent fractional charge, and intermicellar interactions strictly
depend on the nature of the ionic surfactant counterion and
electrolytes in solution. The condensation of counterions
onto an ionic micelle interface reduces the interfacial charge
density and thus affects the packing parameter of individual
monomers.7,36,48,52–55 The nature of the Stern layer, which
surrounds the micelle, is characterised by the presence of
oppositely charged counterions that affect the charge density
of the micelle. The counterions located in this layer are
electrostatically bound to the micelle, affecting the electro-
static repulsion between headgroups. This binding in aqueous

solution is governed by the hydrated ionic size of the counter-
ion and headgroup, which are in turn described by the
Hofmeister series.48,56 In particular, for cations in the presence
of an alkylsulfate group in aqueous solution the series is
(from strongly bound cations to strongly hydrated cations):
Cs+ E Ch+ 4 Na+ 4 Li+.56–58 Furthermore, the co-surfactancy
of organic counterions with lyophobic moieties has been investi-
gated, showing that not only does the charge screening produced by
the condensation of the salts affect the micellization, but there is
also a contribution from the counterion acting as a co-surfactant
which changes the monomer packing by penetrating into the
micelle core.52,59–62

Varying the native counterion of the surfactant changes the
micellisation of the surfactant, forming shorter aggregates for
lithium than for caesium. This fact is suggestive of caesium
counterions showing a more significant condensation at the
micelle surface (tightly bound), therefore more strongly modifying
the headgroup effective area and allowing the formation of more
elongated aggregates than in the case of lithium (strongly
solvated). Variations in the micelle morphology thus reflect
the trends in the CMCs, and suggests that choline chloride:urea
is not a good solvent for small inorganic cations, leading to
greater counterion binding on the micelles than observed in
water. In the case of surfactants in aqueous solution the solvated
size of the counterion plays a role in micellisation, contributing
to both the structure of the micelles and the interaction between
them. We propose that this same mechanism is at work in
the case of micellisation in choline chloride:urea DES, where
the variation in micelle elongation correlates with the ion-pair
formation, as previously reported for alkylsulfate amphiphiles.56,63

Similar ion binding strengths are seen in aqueous solutions
of analogous systems,22,48,56 although elongated micelles are
generally only found for dodecylsulfate anions in the presence

Fig. 3 SANS data and best fits for an averaged concentration of 196 � 11 mM of (a) h-LiDS, (b) h-EmimDS, (c) h-ChDS, (d) h-Mg1/2DS, (e) h-CsDS and
(f) h-BmimDS in d-choline chloride:d-urea. Fits using the model that combines form factor and structure factor are represented as black-dashed lines.
Black-dotted lines show the form factor contribution to the model. The plots below zoom into the low-q region of the data and fits.

Table 5 Parameters from fitting SANS data in Fig. 3, for solutions of all
surfactants in choline chloride:urea at an averaged concentration of
196� 11 mM. The fitted volume fraction corresponds to the value obtained
from the h-surfactant in d-solvent. The calculated volume fraction of
micelles, obtained from the volume of surfactant in the micellar phase, is
presented for comparison with the results

Surfactant req/Å AR fP(q)/10�2 fCalc/10�2 Reff/Å fS(q)/10�2

LiDS 16.7 � 0.5 9.6 � 0.7 5.5 � 0.2 5.6 � 0.4 37.2 7.4 � 0.3
EmimDS 17.6 � 0.2 10.3 � 0.4 3.6 � 0.1 3.5 � 0.2 38.3 3.7 � 0.1
ChDS 17.5 � 0.4 12.4 � 0.8 4.1 � 0.1 4.9 � 0.3 40.5 6.4 � 0.1
Mg1/2DS 17.8 � 0.3 9.3 � 0.2 5.6 � 0.2 5.8 � 0.3 37.5 7.3 � 0.2
CsDS 17.8 � 0.4 10.6 � 0.2 5.4 � 0.2 5.9 � 0.5 39.3 7.5 � 0.6
BmimDS 18.0 � 0.4 10.6 � 0.3 5.4 � 0.2 6.4 � 0.7 39.6 6.9 � 0.2
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of added salts,53 suggesting the extent of counterion binding to
the micelles is greater in choline chloride:urea than in water.

Similarly, the ability of the solvent to solvate the various
organic counterions controls the adsorption of these species
onto the micelle interface. This factor is intrinsically dependent
upon the presence of lyophobic moieties in the counterion.
BmimDS in choline chloride:urea has been shown to form
more elongated micelles than EmimDS micelles, suggesting
that the Bmim+ counterion has more affinity to stay in the Stern
layer than Emim+ and therefore provide a more efficient charge
screening. This behaviour has been previously reported for the
aggregation of SDS in aqueous solutions containing ionic
liquids, where longer lyophobic moieties on the imidazolium
cation promote the growth of the micelles by acting as
co-surfactants which insert into the micelle and alter the
average headgroup area and tail arrangement.59,64,65 Similarly,
the lyophobicity of the alkylmethylimidazolium cation has been
also correlated to the interaction of those with proteins in
hydrated ionic liquids.66 Thus in the case of organic counter-
ions, not only the charge neutralisation plays a role in the
micellisation in choline chloride:urea DES, but also the lyophobicity
of such counterions.64 Furthermore, the validity of the Hofmeister
series have been explored in ionic liquids, and it is suggested that
Hofmeister series may be a good frame to explore ion-affinity in
these solvents.67,68 However those investigations also remark the
high complexity of the ionic environment in these novel solvents,
and further study needs to be done to provide a unifying Hofmeister
theory that satisfies water and ionic solvents.66,67 Similarly, the
behaviour in DES appears to be complex and, although the
same underlying mechanism seems to be at work here, further
investigations will be needed to validate the applicability of the
Hofmeister series to the behaviour of macromolecules in DES.

The micellisation of ChDS is particularly interesting because
it demonstrates that choline counterions also bind to the micelle
headgroup. Again, the micellisation in choline chloride:urea is
characterised by the low interfacial charge density and the
formation of elongated micelles. This suggests that in the
presence of a certain concentration of dissociated choline in
any system, choline is adsorbed to the micelle interface,
whether it is either the native surfactant counterion or from
the solvent. In this scenario, the micellisation of other dode-
cylsulfate surfactants (e.g. LiDS or CsDS) will be affected by a
competition between dissociated choline cations from the
solvent and the native counterion of the surfactant. In fact,
previous investigations hypothesised that choline may be partially
adsorbed to the surfactant headgroups and participate, together
with sodium counterions, in the micellisation of SDS in choline
chloride:urea.19

Intermicellar interactions

As found in aqueous solution, increasing surfactant concentration
leads to micelle–micelle correlations that begin to affect the
scattering.18 A high surfactant concentration in choline chloride:
urea has been found to require the application of a model that
accounts for a structure factor contribution. The formation of
elongated micelles at such concentrations is still observed,

although the results show a reversion in the micelle growth
above a critical concentration, with the formation of shorter
micelles. This decrease is correlated with an increase in the
structure factor volume fraction. The reversion in the micelle
growth with concentration was previously hypothesised to arise
from the limited amount of choline available to adsorb at the
interface and the depletion of counterion in the Stern layer.19

Although at this stage we show that such behaviour is also
counterion-dependent (showing more elongated micelles in the
case of CsDS than for LiDS or Mg1/2DS at comparable micelle
volume fractions), the underlying mechanism is still not well
understood.

Counterion solvation and micelle morphology

Dodecylsulfate surfactants are commonly known to form strongly
repulsive globular micelles in pure water due to the counterion
depletion at the interface and the resulting high charge-
density.36,69 We show that choline chloride-based DES micelles
appear to be more elongated, particularly in choline chloride:urea,
and the intermicellar interactions are largely diminished. These
results can be again interpreted as a different interaction between
the headgroup of the surfactant and the cations present in the
system. Whereas water would provide a suitable environment for
counterion dissociation, choline chloride:urea may show a lower
solubility of cations and therefore those will favourably be
allocated at the micelle interface. Choline chloride:glycerol
would be an environment with intermediate counterion affinity
between water and the urea-based DES, potentially driven by the
solubility of the cation in glycerol.70 This would be consistent
with recent findings from Faraone et al., who demonstrated that
the dynamic nanostructure of the choline chloride:glycerol DES
is strongly glycerol-dominated, with choline merely occupying
voids in the glycerol network rather than being defined by
choline–hydrogen bond donor, and choline–halide interactions.71

Considering this ability to solubilise more counterions, the glycerol-
based DES would be more prone to promote the depletion of
counterions from the micelle interface than the urea-based solvent.
Therefore, micelles in this scenario appear to present a higher
charge density at the Stern layer and adopt globular morphologies
instead of elongated.

Conclusions

We have shown that the behaviour of a series of anionic
dodecylsulfate surfactants, with inorganic (lithium, caesium
and magnesium) and organic (butylmethylimidazolium, ethyl-
methylimidazolium and choline) counterions, varies consider-
ably between choline chloride:urea, choline chloride:glycerol
and water. The general trend of the amphiphiles investigated
here shows that the CMCs in both DES are below those in
water. Since the polarity of the eutectic mixtures is lower than
that of water,43 the surfactant CMCs would be expected to
be higher in DES. However, our results show otherwise and
therefore the surfactant monomers are less soluble in DES than
in water. This indicates that cations are more tightly bound to
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the headgroup in these DES than in water, where the strongest
ion–ion interaction appears in the urea-based system.

These results also correlate with the observations in micellar
structure and intermicellar interactions. The aggregation of those
surfactants in the bulk phase is presented for both eutectic solvents.
Micelle morphology is affected by the surfactant counterion and
solvent. Whereas dodecylsulfate micelles in choline chloride glycerol
are globular, urea-based DES supports the formation of weakly
interacting, elongated micelles. Variations on aggregate morphology
are also found with varying the native counterion of surfactant,
where those results have been rationalised through the interaction
of the headgroup with charged counterparts at the solvation shell.

The results presented here demonstrate the existence of
specific charge-based interactions in DES. As in aqueous
solution, weakly-solvated ions are more prone to interaction
with weakly-solvated counterparts, and vice versa, and DES
interestingly show a similar behaviour in the present case of
the surfactant aggregation. Overall, the conclusions of this
study are applicable to a general theory on the behaviour of
surfactants and proteins in DES, where ion condensation
effects constitute a valid framework for understanding the
behaviour of macromolecules in these exotic environments.
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